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A 58-year-old patient presented with progressively in-
creasing scalp swelling behind the vertex for past 5 years’
duration. The lesion was lobulated, ulcerated at the dome,
and approximately 8 cm�6 cm�6 cm in size (►Fig. 1A, B).
Anteroposterior skiagrams showed a soft tissue scalp mass
with specs of calcification inside it (►Fig. 2A) while
computed tomography (CT) scans of brain showed a het-

erogeneously hypodense soft tissue area within the scalp
with multiple areas of calcification with no calvarial
breach (►Fig. 2B–E). The patient underwent excision and
primary closure by advancement of the opposing edges
after undermining skin under scalp block (►Fig. 1C). His-
topathological examination was suggestive of a trichilem-
mal cyst.
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Abstract In the article, the classical radiological findings in trichilemmal cysts of the scalp are
described.

Fig. 1 Clinical photographs preoperative (A, B) of the scalp lesion showing a large lobulated mass with ulceration at the summit and
postoperative image (C) after excision of the mass and closure.
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Another 76-year-old demented patient with poor self-
care presented with an ulcerated scalp swelling with foul
discharge of several years’ duration of size approximately
10 cm�8 cm�6 cm in size (►Fig. 3A). CT scan of brain
showed a mixed density lesion with discrete areas of calcifi-
cation inside it (►Fig. 4A–C) with another minute scalp
swelling in the right parietal region with calcification inside
it (►Fig. 4C). Excision and primary closure was done advanc-
ing the skin margins by undermining the healthy flaps. An

area in the center of the wound gave way and healed later
with repeated dressings by secondary intention (►Fig. 3B).
This too was reported as a trichilemmal cyst.

Discussion

Trichilemmal cysts arise from the outer root sheath of hair
follicles and are the most common tumors of the scalp.1,2

More common in women,1 they are benign, filled with
keratin debris,2 and occur in 10% of the population.2 They
are said to be giant if they exceed 5 cm in size.1 They are
frequently mistaken for sebaceous cysts,1 but unlike the
latter they have no central punctum, have a thicker wall,
and histologically lack a granular layer1 with abrupt kerati-
nization.2 Other differential diagnosis include lipoma, kera-
toacanthoma, and dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans.2

Trichilemmal cysts usually present as smooth painless scalp
swellings2 but larger lesionsmay presentwith ulceration and
infection as was seen in our cases too. Trauma and inflam-
mation may transform a trichilemmal cyst into a proliferat-
ing trichilemmal cyst that shows cellular atypia and
squamous proliferation on histology,3 and these need to be
radically excised as they are locally aggressive and have a
potential for malignant transformation.3

Radiologically they appear as sharply defined hypodense
or mixed density masses on CT scan with areas of calcifica-
tion and mineralization in them that classically help to
distinguish them from other scalp tumors.4,5 Unless there
is malignant transformation these lesions do not show any
calvarial erosion, periosteal reaction, and are well demarcat-
ed without other soft tissue infiltration,4,5 helping to differ-
entiate them from bony erosive lesions.

Fig. 2 Plain X-rays anteroposterior view (A) showing a scalpmass with
specs of calcification inside it; (B, C) coronal and sagittal recon-
structed computed tomography scans showing hypodense well de-
marcated mass with intralesional calcifications and (D, E) bone
windows showing no calvarial erosion and that lesion is well demar-
cated from surrounding soft tissue.

Fig. 3 Clinical photographs (A) preoperative – showing a large infected, ulcerated, lobulated scalp mass and (B) postoperative – after excision of
the mass and healing partly by primary and partly by secondary intention.
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Neurosurgeons sometimes encounter large ulcerated
scalp masses that may seem to be malignant. The presence
of flecks of calcification and lack of bony involvement must
make the surgeon consider the possibility of trichilemmal
cysts and prompt wide excision with appropriate scalp
reconstruction.
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Fig. 4 Axial computed tomography scans (A–C) showing a mixed density scalp mass with patchy flecks of intralesional calcifications. There is no
intracalvarial spread. An additional small lesion in the right parietal region (C) is shown (green arrow).
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